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A social justice group known as “Anonymous” consists of four 
members: Arrow, Sly, Eclipse and Velvet. These members 
are unidentified individually, but well-known by the people 
of Chicago, Illinois. The Anonymous live mysterious life-
styles and perform missions—both legal and illegal—to fight 
against modern injustices, from debunking money launder-
ers to removing cult leaders. Each wear a mask to hide their 
distinguishable features, but pursue rather normal day-to-day 
activities otherwise. The group complies to a leader, known 
as “J”, recognized by a red wax stamp seal placed on each 
hand-delivered letter.

After wrapping up a major assignment executing a dangerous 
gang leader known as Travolt Dean,  J decides to commission 
each hero a separate, unique mission. Considering the group 
is known for collaborating as a team, this unusual project has 
left each member vulnerable to being caught, imprissoned, 
and even killed. Nonetheless, four stamped letters arrive to 
the house—and, through a series of triumph and error, the 
Anonymous fight to succeed on each of J’s missions while 
preserving their incognito identies and reputations in the city.

Mysterious Action Thriller

Ages 18–45, particularly those
attracted to films involving ac-
tion, mystery, gore, and poten-
tially coarse language
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ACT I  — The video footage will begin displaying a closeup of 
each Anonymous member performing a task is slow motion. These 
tasks include cutting a tomato, shaking off a blanket, washing 
hands, and carrying a large bag. These appear like ordinary tasks at 
first, but allude to a previous murder that is being “cleaned up.”

ACT II — The second act reveals each cast member in a wider 
shot. The peculiar face masks are disclosed in this series of clips, 
creating a sense of ambiguity and discomfort to the viewer. Names 
will cohere with the movement of the camera as well as the action 
the Anonymous member is performing.

ACT III — Act three unites all four members of Anonymous 
into one dark room. They interact briefly, crowded around a table 
containing four wax-stamped envelopes. Each contains a mission, 
assigned by J, the leader. The title “Anonymous” is upon removal of 
the envelopes from the table, ending the title sequence.

Metric Montage — Video clips will be cut to compliment and/or 
match the beat and ryhthm of the music audio track to intensify 
the tone of the sequence.

Analytical Sectional — The sequence is split up into three acts, 
each featuring actions performed by four different characters. 
Clips cut between the different actions, displaying a progression. 
However, there is no apparent distinction of time.

Idea-Assosiative Comparison — The title sequence displays a 
comparison in actions between the four members of Anonymous. 
Act I represents the actions at a tight shot angle, and Act II exhib-
its the actions and masks at a wider frame.

The visual style is in the form of a cinematic three-act film, shot 
and color graded as such. Color pallette is warm and hazy, accen-
tuating the reds when they are present. The blacks are raised to 
add to the foggy effect. A touch of grain brings in a gritty feel, and 
the 1920x800 footage on 1920x1080 composition presents a “wi-
descreen” visual, guiding the viewer’s eye throughout the sequence. 
The camera utilizes a horizontal vector movement (left to right) to 
connect actions and cleanly present information.
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https://fontsinuse.com/uses/4848/the-untouch-
ables-1987-movie-poster

https://www.wes-anderson.com/products/copy-of-richie-
tenenbaum-fila-polo-shirt-vintage

http://www.ifc.com/2015/12/differences-watchmen-nov-
el-and-movie

http://www.moviepostershop.com/american-gangster-mov-
ie-poster-2007

https://www.barnebys.com/blog/article/9742/the-wes-ander-
son-effect/

http://yournewswire.com/it-is-now-illegal-to-wear-an-anony-
mous-mask-in-america/

https://fontsinuse.com/uses/6084/true-detective-post-
er-and-title-sequence

https://vimeo.com/67467348

http://watchmen.wikia.com/wiki/File:Rorschach_(movie)_
lights_him_up.jpg
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Cast: Julie Buck, Carl Smith, Jared Piper, Jene Boyd
Company: Lions Gate
Producer: Craig Cotica
Director: Dan Bridges
Editor: Justin Donaldson
Director of photography: Chris Lee
Casting: Larry Collins
Music: Tara Watson

Under YoUr Hat — dark americana

Source: https://www.extrememusic.com/
search?q=%22under%20your%20hat%22

This track—or the style of this music track—exhibits an 
ambiguous, tension-thrilling tone that accentuates the sever-
ity of each Anonymous member’s actions. The music builds, 
introducing a deep bass and heavy drum beat that captivates 
the viewer throughout the sequence and guides the pacing of 
the clips.
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